Compare water/proppant used in well
to other area/operator averages
Link to state site
goes directly to API page

Fix county, if needed
e.g. Desoto versus De Soto

Operator standardized

Amount of frac job
where chemical data withheld

Does the sum of all chemical rows
come close to 100%

Can report suggestions
or problem with this eFrac

Which of the 15
standardized purposes
us used most?

Total water percent added
Formula for pumper
All PDFs downloaded
and stored on our server
Low water, etc.
listed as suspicious
Calculate operator
and county ranks
How many chemicals toxic?
How many chemicals
& supplier rows did we fix?

Mass calculated
by converting water
to pounds first (8.33)

Greyed out when
standardized purpose
is not used in frac
List all formations
reported to state
Use the eFrac TVD to
determine producing
formation

Main ingredients only
does not graph water,
proppant or other chemicals

Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Hovering inside the
square tells user
deviation from mean
Chemicals that could
not be categorized in
one of the fifteen
standardized purposes
If mass not reported,
we compute based on
water volume and water
percentage
Every change we make
to a row is logged

Hover over any field with a
star to see reported value

Click on any chemical
and get report on how
it’s been used over
last 10 years in fracs

Click on any CAS
and get detailed
information on
that chemical
When a supplier has high
marketshare, we flag it
with a “key” icon

Some CAS numbers
cannot be solved
using ingredient name

We do not show
chemicals reported
as 0% in original PDF

We add remarks that help
explain changes we make
to each row, in needed

Molecular formula

There are chemicals we
cannot classify in one
of the 15 standardized
purposes, showing them
in an “other” section

